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Verbs and sentences 

Grade 3 Verbs Worksheet 
 

Circle the verbs.  
 

 

Use the verbs to complete the sentences. 

 
1. The sailors pulled on the ropes and the sails extended. 

2. The firefighters put on their suits, drove to the fire  

and _______________ the tall ladder. 

3. The hair stylist _______________ his scissors to cut the woman’s hair. 

4. The baker _______________ the flour and the water together before adding 

the eggs. 

5. The florist cut the flowers and _______________ them into a nice bouquet. 

6. The chef stirred his soup carefully, then _______________ more salt. 

7. The artist _______________ a beautiful portrait of his subject. 

8. The bus driver _______________ to let more people on the bus. 

9. The doctor _______________ her patient’s pulse before listening to his heart. 

10. The coach _______________ the players learn a new strategy. 

11. Every time the secretary _______________ up the phone, the line cuts off. 

12. The musician _______________ her guitar before she began to play. 

added carrot mixed pulled took 

apple decide orange ran tuned 

arranged finished painted stopped used 

begin helped picks story unison 

climbed liked practice tarnished zipper 
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 Answers 
 

 
1. The sailors pulled on the ropes and the sails extended. 

2. The firefighters put on their suits, drove to the fire and climbed the tall 

ladder. 

3. The hair stylist used his scissors to cut the woman’s hair. 

4. The baker pulled the flour and the water together before adding the 

eggs. 

5. The florist cut the flowers and arranged them into a nice bouquet. 

6. The chef stirred his soup carefully, then added more salt. 

7. The artist painted a beautiful portrait of his subject. 

8. The bus driver stopped to let more people on the bus. 

9. The doctor took her patient’s pulse before listening to his heart. 

10. The coach helped the players learn a new strategy. 

11. Every time the secretary picks up the phone, the line cuts off. 

12. The musician tuned her guitar before she began to play. 

 

added carrot mixed pulled took 

apple decide orange ran tuned 

arranged finished painted stopped used 

begin helped picks story unison 

climbed liked practice tarnished zipper 
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